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Compliance and Governance in Large Japanese Companies
Mitsuhiro HIRATA
Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to clarify how large Japanese companies have coped with the compliance and
governance problem. Figuratively speaking, compliance lays rails on which a train runs safely, whereas
governance has interest in how fast the train can run on safe rails. While compliance aims at creating a
healthy business entity by preventing the recurrence of corporate misdeed, governance intends to create an
efficient business entity by strengthening its competitiveness. Firstly, the author deals with the Charter of
Corporate Behavior of Nippon Keidanren, and top manager's attempt to eliminate corporate misdeed.
Secondly, he treats legal reforms on governance since 1990, some proposals for reforming governance
systems, and the large-scale revision of the commercial law in 2002 inclusive of the new board system.
Lastly, the author emphasizes that compliance and governance must work together to run the business
effectively, and that every company should create the most suitable governance system for itself after due
deliberation on its own history, corporate culture and so forth.
Keywords: compliance, governance, corporate misdeed, Charter of Corporate Behavior, commercial law in
2002, the traditional board system, the new board model
I　Compliance in Japanese Companies
In Japan, as in other advanced nations, the compliance problem began with corporate misdeeds. In Japan
we had various kinds of corporate misdeeds since 1945. Especially vicious misconducts occurred frequently
in the second half of the 1990s. They were bid rigging, bribery, unfair lending, insider stock trading, illegal
payoff scandal, trading loss compensation, window dressing and so on. Almost all the misdeeds were
intentional. 
Between 2000 and 2002 we Japanese suffered from another kind of misdeeds. They were a mass outbreak
of food poisoning, meat in disguise, hidden complaint and recall of a defective car, hidden crack of a nuclear
reactor, a padded bill for defensive equipments and so forth. These misconducts were also very vicious and
intentional.
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Compliance aims at creating a healthy business entity by preventing the recurrence of corporate misdeed.
Its concrete program consists of three parts, namely, to draw up the ethical guideline for employees' conducts,
to organize the compliance system, and to carry out the thorough compliance education. These three parts
must work in cooperation with each other.
In Japan wrestling with the compliance problem by Japanese companies started in earnest from December
17, 1996, when Nippon Keidanren (The Japan Business Federation) released the second version of the
"Charter of Corporate Behavior". From around 1995 there were outbreaks of misdeeds in banks, non-banks,
securities and so on. They incurred the people's distrust of corporate society. The first Charter of Corporate
Behavior had been established on September 14, 1991. However, until 1996 most of Japanese companies did
not fully recognized the importance of the Charter and also of the compliance problem. Since then many
Japanese companies began to draw up or revise their own compliance codes. These compliance codes were to
some extent effective on preventing the recurrence of corporate misdeed. 
Nevertheless, from 2000 to 2002 a different kind of misdeeds occurred one after another. They did hurt the
confidence and sympathy of consumers and users for the whole corporate society. Nippon Keidanren worried
about the situation, and released the third version of the Charter on October 15, 2002. The characteristics of
the revised Charter of Corporate Behavior are to carry out a thoroughgoing compliance program, to get the
confidence and sympathy of consumers and users, and to show the top manager's strong attitude toward
coping with corporate misdeed. Many Japanese companies reexamined their compliance programs in order to
get the confidence of consumers and users, and to avoid the legal risk. 
How can corporate misdeeds be prevented？ It is impossible to eliminate them completely. Every
Japanese top manager knows it. Notwithstanding, top managers try to eliminate corporate misdeeds as hard
as possible. Firstly, they try to carry out their thoroughgoing compliance codes. Secondly, they carry on the
dialogue with directors, auditors, and employees so as to convey their own management philosophies.
Thirdly, they intend to bring about the clear and transparent corporate culture. Fourthly, they endeavor to
strengthen the internal controlling and auditing systems inclusive of crisis management measures. 
In a word, Japanese top managers including CEO are very much aware of corporate misdeeds, and take the
lead in preventing them.
II　Governance in Japanese Companies
The objective of governance in a narrow sense is different from that of compliance. Compliance lays rails
on which a train runs safely, whereas governance has interest in how fast the train can run on safe rails.
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Governance intends to create an efficient business entity by strengthening its competitiveness. The work of
compliance seems as if a man gets rid of his flab and builds up a slim, muscular body.
Needless to say, top managers are not always involved in corporate misconducts. However, almost all the
researchers and practitioners of corporate governance have been treating how the mechanism for checking
and monitoring the behavior of top managers should be in order to prevent the recurrence of corporate
misdeed. They searched for clues to make a changeover from unlawful management to lawful one. At the
same time, they have been grappling with the mechanism for making speedy and accurate decisions so as to
do a changeover from inefficient management to efficient one. 
A) Legal Reforms on Corporate Governance since 1990
Since 1990 the commercial law and its special exemption law of Japan have very often been revised. Most
of the revised versions have to do with governance and compliance issues.
a. In 1990 the minimum regulatory capital requirement program was introduced. As to the establishment of
the joint stock company, we need to prepare more than Yen 10,000,000.
b. In 1993 the corporate auditor system having been kept for 104 years with the commercial law was
strengthened. The term of office of corporate auditors was extended from 2 to 3 years. As to the large
company, the number of corporate auditors was increased from more than 2 to more than 3 persons.
More than 1 member out of them must be outside corporate auditors (who have not been directors,
managers, or any other employees of the company or its subsidiary for 5 years before assuming the
post.). Furthermore, the board of corporate auditors was newly created. In 2001 the term of office of
corporate auditors was extended again from 3 to 4 years. As to the large company, corporate auditors are
required to attend the board of directors and to give their opinions. More than half of corporate auditors
must be outside corporate auditors (This requirement is to applied since 2006.). The requirement of
outside corporate auditors will be stricter since 2006 than now (The outside corporate auditor must be a
person who has never been director, manager, or any other employee of the company or its subsidiary
before assuming the post.).
c. In 1993 the shareholder lawsuit was relaxed. The costs of a lawsuit became evenly Yen 8,200 regardless
of the amount of damages claimed. 
d. In 1997 the stock options program was introduced. The program was applied to directors, managers, and
employees. The period of using the right was less than 10 years. The number of shares to be acquired
was less than one tenths of the total number of issued shares. In 2001 the program was relaxed. All the
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restrictions were abolished.
e. In 1997 the ban on the illegal payoff was intensified. The sentence was raised from less than 6 months'
imprisonment or less than Yen 300,000's penalty to less than 3 years' imprisonment or Yen 3 million's
penalty. To coerce a person into giving the illegal payoff also came to be punished.
B) Some Proposals for Reforming Corporate Governance Systems
Keeping pace with those legal reforms on corporate governance, some proposals for reforming corporate
governance systems have been made by several institutions of late in Japan. 
Firstly, there were such proposals for making reforms of the board of directors as follows:
a. The functions of board of directors should be separated so that the function of decision-making and
supervising and that of executing are clearly distinguished.
b. The number of directors should be appropriate to guarantee effective discussion at board-level, and to
enhance accurate, timely, and speedy decision-making.
c. The board of directors should actively include independent, non-executive directors.
d. Executive directors should have joint information with non-executive directors supported by a system to
provide necessary information.
e. Several committees, such as nominating committee, compensation committee, audit committee and so
on should be established within the board. 
f. The mandatory retirement age or the term of office program should be introduced in order to infuse new
blood into the board.
Secondly, concerning the reform of the board of corporate auditors, several proposals were made as
follows:
a. The quality of corporate auditing should be improved by the appointment of more than 1 independent
external auditor, and also by more carefully defining the role of him or them vis-a-vis internal auditors.
b. The neutrality of the auditing function should be ensured through selecting corporate auditors only with
the full consent of the board of corporate auditors itself.
c. In order to make the auditing of corporate auditors more effective, the member of auditing staff
supporting them should be increased and strengthened.
d. An audit committee should be created within the board of directors as soon as the majority of the
auditors are independent and non-executive. It may lead to the abolishment of the board of corporate
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auditors.
Thirdly, there were some proposals for making reforms of the shareholders' meeting.
a. The general shareholders' meeting should be utilized to enhance the scope of dialogue between
shareholders and the board of directors. This is desirable to promote the quality of director's
accountability.
b. The general shareholders' meeting should be staggered.
c. Resolutions submitted for decision at the general shareholders' meeting should be limited to those which
are of vital importance to the business, for example revision of corporate articles, transfer of business,
M&A which require a three quarter majority special resolution of the shareholders, and the election of
directors and corporate auditors. 
C) New Trends in the Board System After the Large-scale Revision of the Commercial Law in 2002
Since September 2000 the Legislative Council of Ministry of Justice has reconsidered drastically the
commercial law and its special exemption law from four angles, namely, securing the effectiveness of
corporate governance, keeping up with the advanced information society, improving fund-raising methods of
the company, and dealing with the globalization of business activities. After asking for opinions about the
amendment of the commercial law and reexamining it carefully, the revised version was discussed at the Diet,
and finally, it was promulgated on May 29, 2002 and enforced on April 1, 2003.
With the revised version in force, large Japanese companies came to be able to choose between the
company with committees board model (the fourth new type) and the traditional corporate auditor system
(the first, second or third traditional type). The former is the board model with audit, nominating, and
compensation committees, where the member consists of more than 3 directors, and the majority of the
member must be outside directors. Under the new model, the corporate auditor is discontinued, and the
executive officer is introduced. This new model looks like the Anglo-American board system, indeed, but it is
not the same as the Anglo-American system. On the contrary, the latter is the dual system with one board of
directors and another board of corporate auditors. This Japanese system looks like the German system, to be
sure, but it is quite different from the German system, because the two boards are equal in both function and
authority. With the revised version of the commercial law in force in April 2003, four types of the board
system came to coexist among large Japanese companies as Figure 1～4 show: 
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1) The traditional type with the board of directors, the board of corporate auditors, the representative
directors, and with the executive committee;
2) The traditional type with the board of directors, the board of corporate auditors, the representative
directors, and with the executive officers;
3) The traditional type with the board of directors, the board of corporate auditors, and with the committee
for disposing or taking over the important property ;
4) The new type with the board of directors having nominating＝compensation＝audit committees, and
with the executive officers.
Figure 1　The traditional Type with the Executive Committee
　　　　　 Note: Board of directors must be composed of more than 3 directors.
　　　　　　　　Board of corporate auditors must consist of more than 3 auditors . More than 1 person of
the member must be outside auditor(s). However, since the shareholders' meeting in 2006
more than half of the member must be outside auditors.
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Figure 2　The Traditional Type with the Executive Officer
　　　　　 Note: Board of directors must be composed of more than 3 directors.
　　　　　　　　Board of corporate auditors must consist of more than 3 auditors . More than 1 person of
the member must be outside auditor(s). However, since the shareholders' meeting in 2006
more than half of the member must be outside auditors.
Figure 3　The Traditional Type with the Committee for Disposing or Taking Over the Important Property
　　　　　　Note: Board of directors must be composed of more than 3 directors.
　　　　　　　　 Committee for disposing or taking over the important property must consist of more than
3 directors.
　　　　　　　　 Board of corporate auditors must consist of more than 3 auditors. More than 1 person of
the member must be outside auditor(s). However, since the shareholders' meeting in 2006
more than half of the member must be outside auditors.
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Figure 4　The New Type with Three Committees and the Executive Officer
　　　　　 Note: Board of directors must be composed of more than 3 directors.
　　　　　　　　Audit committee, nominating committee, and compensation committee must consist of
more than 3 directors. More than half of the member must be outside directors.
Most of the large Japanese companies have no intention to shift to the fourth new type, and they think that
it is more important to enrich the content of the first or second traditional type than to shift to the fourth new
type. At present they do not think that a tendency toward the fourth new type will prevail in Japan. However,
67 companies have already shifted to this new type. They are Sony, Toshiba, Mitsubishi Electric, Hitachi,
Nomura, Orix, and so forth. They intend, firstly, to make a more effective separation of roles and
responsibilities between the decision-making and monitoring function of the board of directors and the
executive function of the executive officers, secondly, to strengthen the monitoring function of the board to
the executive officers, thirdly, to quicken the decision-making of the board and the execution of the executive
officers, fourthly, to improve the transparency of the management, and fifthly, to promote the compliance
management through strengthening the internal control system.
For example, Sony increased the member of the board from 10 persons inclusive of 3 outside directors to
17 members inclusive of 8 outside directors. 12 corporate executive officers and 38 executive officers were
appointed. 8 inside directors also serve as corporate executive officers in order to keep in close contact with
these 38 executive officers. Nominating committee consists of 5 directors, which include 3 outside directors
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and 2 inside directors. Compensation committee consists of 3 directors, which include 2 outside directors and
1 inside director. Audit committee consists of 3 directors, which include 2 outside directors and 1 inside
director. All 3 directors comply with the independence requirements specified by Sarbanes- Oxley Act and 2
out of 3 directors meet the financial expert requirements. The chairman of these 3 committees was selected
from outside directors.
Here I would like to point out that in spite of the same system there are some differences in their corporate
governance systems caused by the differences in the management policy and strategy, corporate culture,
business environment, and so forth. 
Needless to say, the same situation can be found among large companies maintaining the traditional
corporate auditor system. 
For instance, Toyota and Matsushita are going their own ways each other through improving their
corporate governance systems. Toyota cut back on the member of the board from 58 persons to 27 who are all
internal directors. The reason why Toyota did not appointed any outside director is that every director must
be well versed in the actual work. 39 executive officers were newly appointed. 15 senior managing directors
and 39 executive officers are jointly responsible for the execution.
Matsushita reduced the member of the board from 27 persons to 19 who are composed of 17 inside
directors and 2 outside directors. 22 executive officers were newly appointed.
Keeping up 36 board members inclusive of 1 outside director, only Honda chose another way of corporate
governance system with the committee for disposing or taking over the important property in order to
demonstrate her mobility in making decision about the important items on the investment list. Besides the
committee composed of 12 inside directors, compliance committee was set up newly. 
III　Concluding Remarks
To make the reform of corporate governance system itself is only one measure and step for improving the
corporate value. The most important thing is that every company should create the most suitable corporate
governance system for itself after due deliberation on its own history, corporate culture and so forth. It means
that the only one best corporate governance system can be found nowhere.
As mentioned above, compliance lays rails on which a train runs safely, whereas governance has interest in
how fast the train can run on safe rails. In short, compliance and governance must work together to run the
business effectively. 
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Note:
The large company under the commercial law means a company whose legal capital is ￥500 million and over, or its total
balance-sheet liabilities are more than ￥20 billion. 
The middle company under the commercial law is a company whose legal capital exceeds ￥100 million and below
￥500 million, and its total balance-sheet liabilities are less than ￥20 billion.
The small company under the commercial law implies a company whose legal capital is under ￥100 million, and its total
balance-sheet liabilities are less than ￥20 billion.
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Appendix
Charter of Corporate Behavior
-- Nippon Keidanren --
Charter established: September 14, 1991
2nd version released: December 17, 1996
3rd version released: October 15, 2002
 
Member corporations of Nippon Keidanren (The Japan Business Federation) are expected to conduct
themselves in a socially responsible manner, observe both the spirit as well as the letter of all laws and
regulations applying to their activities both domestically and overseas in accordance with the following ten
principles. We believe that corporations exist not only as economic entities designed to pursue profits through
fair competition, but also as social entities which must make a contribution to society at large.
1. Member corporations of Nippon Keidanren (hereafter referred to as "members") by the development
and provision of socially beneficial goods and services in a safe and responsible manner shall strive to
earn the confidence of their consumers and clients.
2. Members shall promote fair, transparent, and free competition between corporations. They shall also
ensure that their relationships and dealings with government agencies and political bodies are of a
normal and proper nature.
3. Members shall engage in the active and fair disclosure of corporate information, not only to
shareholders but also to members of society at large.
4. Members should recognize that a positive involvement in environmental issues is an essential part of
their activities and their very existence as a corporation, and should therefore approach these issues
positively.
5. As "good corporate citizens," members should actively engage in philanthropic and other activities of
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social benefit.
6. Members should strive to respect the individuality and differences of their employees, to promote safe
and comfortable workplaces, and to ensure the physical and mental well being of their employees.
7. Members shall reject all contacts with organizations involved in activities in violation of the law or
accepted standards of responsible social behavior.
8. Members shall respect the culture and customs of other nations and strive to manage their overseas
activities in such as way as to promote and contribute to the development of local communities.
9. The highest levels of management within member corporations must assume the responsibility for
implementing this charter and for taking all necessary action in order to promote awareness of it
among all those concerned. Management must also heed the voice of their organization's stakeholders,
both internally and externally, and promote the development and implementation of systems that will
contribute to the achievement of ethical corporate behavior.
10. In the event of a violation of the principles of this charter, management of member corporations must
investigate the cause of the violation, develop reforms to prevent its recurrence and make information
publicly available regarding their intended actions for reform. After the prompt public disclosure of
appropriate information regarding the violation, responsibility for the violation and its effects should
be clarified and disciplinary action should be taken which includes the highest levels of management
where necessary.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Strengthening Measures for the Prevention of Corporate Misconduct
--Nippon Keidanren--
October 15, 2002 
I. Background
Nippon Keidanren (The Japan Business Federation) has long considered the establishment of corporate
ethics to be a critical mission and has therefore invested considerable time and resources into the
development and promotion of the "Charter of Corporate Behavior." Although this mission has realized
considerable success to date in terms of our fight against antisocial elements, an unfortunate series of
scandals affecting consumers has provoked the widespread criticism not only of the corporations
directly involved, but also of Japanese business as a whole. Social solidarity and trust form the
foundation upon which business is possible. Recent events have damaged this trust, and, if left
unchecked, may even undermine confidence in the free market economy.
In order to redress this situation, Nippon Keidanren calls upon its members to renew their commitment
to the Charter of Corporate Behavior and further promote its effectiveness by 1) Strengthening the
commitment of corporate management towards corporate ethics, 2) Developing internal systems
effective for the prevention of corporate misconduct, and 3) Implementing concrete systems and
measures for dealing with actual instances of corporate misconduct.
In addition to paying special attention to legal compliance and the prevention of corporate misconduct,
Nippon Keidanren calls upon corporate management to take positive action in the event of corporate
misconduct, to publicly disclose details of any incidents and to take every action necessary to redress
such problems and prevent their recurrence.
II. Plan of action
1. Revision of the "Charter of Corporate Behavior" and its "Implementation Guideline"
(1) Revision of the Charter - points of reform 
a. Emphasis placed on legal compliance in the preface. 
b. Emphasis placed on creating trust between consumers and corporations by the responsible
provision of goods and services in principle 1. 
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c. The role of executive corporate management in the prevention of corporate misconduct and the
reforms following the event of corporate misconduct is of critical importance. Because of this,
renewed emphasis has been given in principles 9 and 10 to the role of corporate management in
prevention and in implementing reforms following misconduct. 
(2) Revision of the Guideline - points of reform 
a. The guideline has been revised in accordance with the changes made to the charter and with
regard to recent social developments (these include guides for the: implementation of a
company-wide system of corporate ethics and corporate conduct, establishment of a corporate
ethics helpline, and the monitoring of corporate ethics). 
b. Additional model action plans have been appended to the guideline for reference. 
2. Requirements for the establishment and maintenance of a system for promoting ethical corporate
conduct within corporations
The following seven points detailing reforms which corporate management are required to implement
and maintain within their own corporations have been provided in order to further promote the goals
and spirit of the charter. 
ⅰ. Establishment and development of a corporate code of conduct(Includes development of an
original charter). 
ⅱ. Disclosure and public communication of the nature and extent of corporate commitment
towards responsible corporate conduct (Includes use of the Internet, corporate and social
reporting). 
ⅲ. Establishment of a company-wide system of compliance (Includes appointment of a director in
charge of corporate ethics, establishment of a corporate ethics committee or office). 
ⅳ. Establishment of a corporate ethics helpline or consultation office (Establishment of a means
for consultation apart from normal corporate channels, the means for informing corporate
management of important developments, and the protection of personal information and
anonymity). 
ⅴ. Implement and develop training and education programs (Special attention to training by
management level and by function). 
ⅵ. Implementation of in-house review of progress in achievement of ethical behavior goals. 
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ⅶ. Appropriate and timely disclosure of information, investigation of causes, implementation of
plan for prevention of recurrence and discipline of employees and executives involved in a
violation of the rules of ethical corporate conduct. 
3. Commitment of new members of Nippon Keidanren to Charter compliance
New members of Nippon Keidanren will be required to submit a written confirmation of their
intention to comply with the Charter. 
4. Support in the prevention of misconduct
Nippon Keidanren shall provide the following services in order to support the independent actions of
member corporations attempting to prevent misconduct and other incidents.
(1) Support for the self-assessment of member's corporate behavior 
ⅰ. Periodical administration of questionnaire surveys and interviews of corporate conduct and
compliance systems in member corporations, publication of analysis and results. 
ⅱ. Development and provision of a compliance checklist whereby members may assess their own
achievements in upholding the principles of the Charter. Nippon Keidanren will also evaluate
the ethics management systems of member corporations upon their request. 
(2) Establishment of a consultation service for members within Nippon Keidanren 
The opportunity for representatives of member corporations to consult directly with the
Chairman of Nippon Keidanren or the Chairman of Nippon Keidanren's Committee of
Corporate Behavior will be provided. Where necessary, Nippon Keidanren will also
recommend lawyers and other professionals in related fields to members. 
(3) Conducting seminars and related events 
ⅰ. Seminars and related events for corporate management
　　Nippon Keidanren will hold seminars and other events for the management of member
corporations on topics related to the theory and practice of corporate ethics. 
ⅱ. Training for directors in charge of corporate ethics
　　Nippon Keidanren will hold off-site training workshops for corporate directors in charge of
corporate ethics in order to inform them of developments in the field, best practices of member
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corporations, and relevant case studies. 
ⅲ. Preparation and publication of case studies in corporate ethics and conduct
　　Nippon Keidanren will research and publish case studies including the analysis of best
practices in member corporations, examples of effective in-house training programs, and
examples of crisis management and reform plans. 
(4) Establishment of a "Corporate Ethics Promotion Month" 
To promote an ongoing awareness for corporate ethics and ethical conduct among member
corporations Nippon Keidanren will establish and hold an annual "Corporate Ethics Promotion
Month" in October each year. The surveys and seminars outlined in sections 2 and 3 above
will be held during this period. Member corporations will be encouraged to hold self-
evaluations and training sessions as part of this month. 
(5) Establishment of an office for corporate ethics within Nippon Keidanren 
An office for corporate ethics will be established within Nippon Keidanren in order to
administer and coordinate support activities for member corporations. 
5. Codification and increase of penalties for member corporations violating the Charter
(1) Codification and intensification of penalties 
Members in violation of the Charter were previously responsible for making their own report
on their actions to Nippon Keidanren and the self-imposition of penalties. Under the revised
charter, the ad hoc committee established under Article 13 of the Nippon Keidanren
Constitution may go beyond this by determining penalties and making recommendations to the
Chairman of Nippon Keidanren for official action.
Nippon Keidanren has previously imposed penalties consisting of warnings, removal from
official positions within Nippon Keidanren, and voluntary suspension of participation in
Nippon Keidanren activities. In addition to this, Nippon Keidanren will impose membership
suspension, advise retirement of membership or expulsion.
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Table: Explanation of Penalties and their effect upon Nippon Keidanren membership rights and privileges 
Penalty Membership Official posts Participation incommittees
Participation in general
assembly
Warning Maintained Maintained Maintained Maintained
Removal from office Maintained Forfeit Maintained Maintained
Voluntary suspension
of membership Maintained
Maintained (but
suspended for
duration)
Forfeit (for period of
suspension) Maintained
Suspension of
membership
Forfeit (for period of
suspension) Forfeit
Forfeit (for period of
suspension)
Forfeit (for period of
suspension)
Retirement of
membership Forfeit Forfeit Forfeit Forfeit
Expulsion Forfeit Forfeit Forfeit Forfeit
(2) Requirements for members in violation of the Charter 
ⅰ. Submission of report of measures to prevent recurrence of misconduct
　　Members who have violated the Charter will be required to submit in writing a report to the
Chairman of Nippon Keidanren detailing their plans and actions to prevent recurrence. 
ⅱ. Participation in corporate responsibility training seminars
　　Members who have violated the Charter will be required to participate in corporate
responsibility training seminars as designated by the Chairman of Nippon Keidanren. (Note:
These seminars will comprise of events held by the Committee on Corporate Behavior,
Committee on Corporate Philanthropy, The 1% Club, Council for Better Corporate Citizenship
and other bodies, and will include the seminars detailed in point 3 of section 4) 
(3) Restoration of rights and privileges 
Penalties will be terminated and rights and privileges will be restored to members where
deemed appropriate. 
（2003年12月９日受理）
